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ABSTRACT 
The knowledge-based control of  autonomous vehicles allows efficient hierarchical 
structures that utilize linguistic sensory data at various levels of resolution and 
exactness. This is mainly due to the fact that the control is based on a collection of  
rules rather than an analytical controller. Each rule in the controller prescribes the 
control for a specific situation. The applicability of  a rule in an observed situation 
involves inexactness, which is modeled using fuzzy sets. The control rules can be 
obtained analytically, experimentally, or from an expert. All of  these approaches 
involve certainty levels of  possible control commands, and the rule bases can best be 
represented as fuzzy relations. The experimental identification of  a mobile robot 
behavior is described in this paper as a two-step rocess. These steps are the 
determination of  the vocabulary of representation and the derivation of fuzzy 
control rules. The experiments and the derived rules are geared towards minimum- 
time control of  the robot motion. 
The combination of  uncertainties that exist in the rules and observations gives rise 
to an inference mechanism based on the extension principle. Although computa- 
tionally straightforward, the sequential max and rain operations involved in the 
inferencing are too time-consuming and may prohibit real-time operation. In this 
paper two architectures for the parallel computation of  max-min operations are 
described and their applicabilities to rule-based control are compared. 
KEYWORDS: fuzzy control, robotics, rule-based systems, fuzzy identifica- 
tion, inference ngines 
INTRODUCTION 
The ru le-based control  o f  physical  systems,  such as robots,  requires the 
discretization of  the state space in order to use a finite set of  rules. The 
knowledge-based control  of  an autonomous  vehic le has been recognized as a 
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hierarchical process involving path planning and motion control (Koch et al. [1], 
Giralt et al. [2]). Path planning has been the subject of much research. Various 
forms of configuration space representations have been used to devise 
procedures for path planning in an obstacle-strewn e vironment (Koch et al. [1], 
Lozano-Perez [3]). 
The knowledge-based control of robot motion along a planner-determined 
sequence of subgoals requires the consideration of vehicle dynamics. Previous 
work on motion control of mobile robots includes analytical approaches (Krogh 
and Thorpe [4]) and rule-based controllers where the motion control rules are 
derived from an analytical model (I~ik and Meystel [5]) or are obtained from a 
human operator (Sugeno and Nishida [6]). Most analytical models involve 
approximations and simplifications to ensure a solution. A knowledge-based 
motion control level permits operation with a linguistic representation f the 
domain of discourse similar to those at the path-planning levels of the hierarchy. 
Some advantages of this similarity of representation, such as the detection of trap 
situations arising from the different resolution levels of the hierarchy, are 
demonstrated in I~ik's doctoral dissertation [7]. Rule derivation that is based 
entirely on analytical model sampling may not capture the effects of modeling 
errors and approximations. The expert systems approach of obtaining rules from 
an operator has a few pitfalls: the completeness of the rule base is difficult to 
attain, the optimality of resultant control is not guaranteed, and furthermore an 
expert robot operator may not even exist. A more realistic representation f
system behavior is possible by utilizing experimental methods. 
This paper deals with experimental derivation of the rules for the minimum- 
time control of mobile robot motion from an initial position to a final position 
with nonzero initial and final velocities. From a more global point of view, the 
initial and final conditions may be considered to correspond to two successive 
subgoals of a path plan. The information on the environment is largely based on 
data from sensors uch as vision, ultrasonics, and interferometers, all of which 
are prone to errors. Therefore the final position in the motion control problem is 
required to be achieved only "approximately." Here, a maximum allowable 
position error is assumed to represent the extent of such an approximation. 
The identification is performed in two stages. First the structure of the system 
("order" of the model) is determined with the help of some basic experiments. 
Fuzzy sets are used to represent he finite number of values that the state 
variables may assume. This is followed by the identification of those relations 
among state variables that are relevant o minimum-time motion control. The 
results of repeated experiments are put in the form of fuzzy relations. These 
relations are used directly in motion control rules. 
Fuzzy inferencing using the fuzzy observations and fuzzy rule base is an 
application of the extension principle (Zadeh [8]). This process is potentially 
time-consuming and may prohibit he application of fuzzy set theory to real-time 
robot control. In this paper a parallel inferencing of fuzzy control rules, which 
considerably reduces the computation time, is described. 
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SYSTEM STRUCTURE AND VOCABULARY OF 
REPRESENTATION 
The mobile system utilized for these experiments i the Denning Research 
Vehicle (Denning Mobile Robotics, Inc. [9]). This is a system with three 
synchronously driven wheels. Both the locomotion and steering controls actuate 
dc motors, with the help of a microprocessor-based actuator controller. 
Primitive control commands are the actuator accelerations with constraints on 
the actuators' velocities and positions. The fuzzy rule-based controller for this 
vehicle is developed on an IBM PC-AT. The controller will function repetitively 
with a preset sampling period (e.g., 0.5 sec). 
The structure identification is performed with two sets of experiments, one for 
the locomotion actuator and one for the steering actuator. The locomotion 
experiments are performed as follows, using the setup shown in Figure 1: 
1. A constant-acceleration c mmand is given to the robot. 
2. The actuator velocity is monitored every 0.2 sec until the robot reaches a
maximum velocity of 3 ft/sec. 
3. A constant-deceleration c mmand is given to the robot. 
4. The actuator velocity is monitored every 0.2 sec until the robot stops. 
The sampling period of 0.2 sec was the shortest possible time for the 
communication between the three computers involved in the process (the Z-80- 
based actuator controller, the 68008-based robot controller, and the IBM PC-AT 
development system). As shown in Figure 2, the desired acceleration was 
achieved with no measurable delay. As a result, linear acceleration is chosen to 
be the control command for locomotion. 
The steering was achieved by synchronously changing the direction of all 
three wheels. In the second set of experiments, it was found that constraining 
angular velocities of this change of direction could be achieved in a much shorter 
time than the sampling rate of the identification measurements. Hence the 
"steering velocity" is chosen to be the control command for the steering. 
Based on these observations, the state variables were selected as the position 
of the final location, linear velocity of the robot, linear acceleration of the robot, 
steering velocity of the robot, and steering angle of the robot. Since the position 
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Figure 2. Velocity Profile with Constant Acceleration 
polar coordinates, it is represented as the combination of the distance to the robot 
and the angle from the direction of motion. 
The desired location can be reached within the allowable error even when the 
state variables assume values from a finite set of intervals rather than exact real 
values. This further allows the use of rules for the purpose of controlling the 
robot motion. The precision levels of the state variables are set in such a way as 
to minimize the number of intervals while observing the position error 
constraint. The vocabulary below is based on the minimal admissible vocabulary 
theory used by I§ik [7]. 
• The linguistic distance variable d assumes values from the set 
D= {dl, d2, d3, -. . ,  d13} 
• The linguistic velocity variable v assumes values from the set 
V= {vl,  v2, v3, v4} 
• The linguistic angle variable c~ assumes values from the set 
A={___c~l, _+c~2, +or3, ___~4, ___c~5} 
Although the values of linguistic state variables are determined to be intervals 
of real numbers based solely on maximum allowable position error, their 
measurement involves errors that must be incorporated into the determination of
control commands. Trapezoidal membership functions are a good trade-off 
between an interval of real numbers and a complicated function modeled after 
statistical distributions. The central portion of a linguistic value, where a 
measured value corresponds to a single interval, is assigned a membership grade 
of 1. The two edges of a trapezoid represent the decreasing level of certainty that 
a measured value can be mapped to a linguistic one. Assuming that the width of a 
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linguistic value is considerably greater than the range of uncertainty, a measured 
value is mapped to no more than two linguistic values. 
MINIMUM-TIME CONTROL RULE 
The well-known solution to a minimum-time motion control problem is the 
application of bang-off-bang inputs (e.g., acceleration) to a system. That is, the 
input applied to the system is one of the following three values: positive largest 
allowable input, negative largest allowable input, or zero input. The time 
instances of transition from one value to another are called the switching times 
and are considered to be the solution of a minimum-time control problem. The 
computation of switching times is usually complex but straightforward and 
involves the boundary conditions. 
The identification experiments described in the following section are aimed at 
replacing the computations for switching times by parameter relations that are to 
be used in control rule derivations. 
The simplicity of a generic minimum-time motion control rule can best be 
established for motion on a linear path: Accelerate until the distance from the 
robot to the desired location is just enough for the robot to decelerate to the 
specified final velocity; when such distance is reached, start decelerating until 
the final conditions are satisfied. Of course, the acceleration and deceleration are 
performed with their largest allowable values. This rule can easily be modified 
to accommodate a velocity constraint if necessary. The basic assumption here is 
the existence of a permissible control. A counterexample is the case when initial 
velocity is too high for the robot to decelerate to the final velocity within the 
distance to the desired location. Nevertheless, it is safe to assume that the path- 
planner level in the hierarchy takes such effects of vehicle dynamics into 
consideration. 
The procedure in Figure 3 provides the locomotion command (and steering 
command, explained later) for one sampling period (0.5 sec) based on the data at 
the beginning of that period. Periodic application of the procedure until the final 
conditions are met produces the optimal motion trajectory. This procedure is 
shown in a simplified form; in the actual controller, the observed states are fuzzy 
sets, for which the safe distance and steering angle are computed by the 
extension principle, as shown later. 
The fourth line of the procedure shows the first relation that needs to be 
identified: distance required (safe-distance) to decelerate from a given velocity 
(robot-velocity) toanother one (goal-velocity). These experiments of identifica- 
tion are described in the following section. Before this identification is carried 
out, the steering rules will be added to the locomotion rule. 
The synchronous actuation of the three wheels enables the vehicle to pivot at a 
point to change directions only if the linear velocity is zero. When the vehicle is 
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PROCEDURE MINIMUM-TIME 
GET-FROM-VISION (GOAL-DISTANCE, GOAL-ANGLE); 
GET-FROM-PATH-PLANNER (GOAL-VELOCITY); 
GET-FROM-TACHOMETER (ROBOT-VELOCITY); 
SAFE-DISTANCE:= TABLE (ROBOT-VELOCITY, GOAL-VELOCITY); 









STEERING-ANGLE:= S-TABLE (ROBOT-VELOCITY, GOAL-DISTANCE, 
GOAL-ANGLE); 
END; 
Figure 3. Procedure for Minimum-Time Control 
in motion, steering actuators cause the vehicle to follow a path whose finite 
curvature depends on both the linear velocity and the steering velocity. Required 
change in direction of the wheels hence depends on robot-velocity, goal- 
distance, and goal-angle. This change is performed at the largest allowable 
steering velocity. 
RELATION IDENTIFICATION 
Two sets of relation identification experiments supply the minimum-time 
control rules with the "switching surface." 
For locomotion, the relations are those among the present velocity (also called 
robot-velocity), final velocity (also called goal-velocity), and the distance 
required for deceleration (also called safe-distance). A constant acceleration/ 
deceleration magnitude of 3 ft/sec 2 is used for the experiments. The robot is 
actuated from the median value of each linguistic velocity interval to another. 
Then the distance the robot has traveled is recorded. 
constant 
dece lerat i °n ( f ina l -ve loc i ty , )  
present-velocity ~ deceleration-distance 
Each experiment is repeated 10 times, and the largest and smallest values are 
discarded. The widest deviations of the results were found to be within 0.4 ft/sec 
and 0.6 ft, much less than the widths of the velocity and distance intervals, 
respectively. The frequency of occurrence of the triples (present-velocity, final- 
velocity, deceleration-distance) within the experimental data was used to assign 
the membership grades of the fuzzy relation for locomotion control. 
When the vehicle is in motion, steering actuators cause the vehicle to follow a 
path whose finite curvature depends on both the linear velocity and the steering 
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velocity. Required change in direction of the wheels therefore depends on robot- 
velocity, goal-distance, and goal-angle. This change is performed at the largest 
allowable steering velocity. 
The rules for steering involve the variables robot-velocity, goal-distance, 
goal-angle, and steering-angle. They are aimed at determining the steering angle 
required to align the direction of motion of the robot with the desired location by 
rotating the wheels at their maximum allowable steering velocity. 
/present-velocity, '~ constant steering 
velocity 
| goal distance, ~ ~ steering-angle 
\ goal-angle 
The rules obtained in this manner are placed in a 4 × 13 x 5 matrix (S- 
TABLE). The values of present-velocity, goal-distance, and goal-angle corres- 
pond to the indices of the matrix, and the fuzzy sets of steering angles are the 
contents of the steering matrix. 
The two matrices D-TABLE (used for locomotion control) and S-TABLE 
(used for steering control) are utilized for the knowledge-based motion 
controller as shown in Figure 3. The comparisons hown in the control 
procedure are those of two fuzzy sets. The ranking of fuzzy sets is not a uniquely 
defined process. Various methods for comparing fuzzy sets applicable to 
different regimes of robot control are explained by I~ik and Meystel [5]. 
FUZZY INFERENCING 
The Cartesian product set of fuzzy sets goal-distance (GD), goal-angle (GA), 
and present-velocity (PV) are matched against he condition parts of steering 
rules. An applicable rule Spqr is found in the rule base for each combination of 
gdp E GD, gaq E GA, and pVr E PV. Since each fuzzy set of observed state 
variables has up to two elements with nonzero membership grades, there may be 
up to eight applicable steering rules for a set of observations. 
The "certainty level" of a steering prescription, say si, due to a single rule 
Spqr is set to be the minimum of membership grades of the state variables that 
match the rule and the membership grade of si to the action part of the rule. 
min[#GD(gdp), ktGA(gaq), //,pv(pVr), //,Spqr(Si)] 
The steering command si may also be prescribed by other applicable rules. The 
overall certainty level of the steering command is the maximum of the certainty 
levels due to all applicable rules. 
t*sc (si) = max min[#Go (gdp), 
p,q,r 
gdp,gaq,pVr ~si 
/~cg(gaq), /Zpv(pVr), ]./.Spqr(Si)] 
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The collection of all si with nonzero membership grades form the fuzzy set of 
steering command SC. The application of the max-min operator (extension 
principle) to inferencing in robot control has been logically justified by I~ik [7]. 
PARALLEL INFERENCING 
The max and min are computationally simple operations. The number of these 
operations, however, is quite large even when the fuzzy sets of observations 
have few elements. For example, when there are two elements in GD, GA, and 
PV, and the steering angle has 13 possible values Sl, ..., s~3, a total of 117 min 
and max operations must be performed to determine the fuzzy set of steering 
command SC. This number is found as follows: 
k = (kGDkGAkr, v + 1)Ks 
where kx refers to the number of elements with nonzero membership grades in 
the set X. 
Two different parallel architectures offer substantial reductions in computa- 
tional time. The first one is based on firing all applicable rules in parallel in 
order to compute the membership grades of the possible actions sequentially. 
The application of this method to the example developed earlier is shown in 
Figure 4. The algorithm described by Togai and Watanabe [10] falls in this 
category and is suitable for a case where each rule maps a fuzzy set to another. In 
their inference ngine, all rules are considered to be applicable and fired in 
parallel. Although this feature avoids the process of rule matching and selection, 
it may not be feasible when the number of rules is larger than the number of 
parallel inference channels that can fit the VLSI chip. 
UGD (i) UGA (j) Upv (k) 
 siJk <sr  
Ea ............... 
this hardw re block i ~ ~ i+l 
is repeated for ' ' u . . . . . . . .  '__' " . ___ ,j+l,k+l 
~/SC (Sr) [ 
Figure 4. Fuzzy Inference Engine (Parallel Rule Channels) 
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UGD (i) ~GA (j) Upv  (k) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
this hardware block ;;~sl)~ 
is repeated for 
each act ion  U 
Figure 5. Fuzzy Inference Engine (Parallel Action Channels) 
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The second architecture is based on the computation of the membership 
grades of all possible actions in parallel. The applicable rules are processed 
sequentially, and the membership grades of possible actions are updated as new 
rules are processed. This new architecture is proposed for systems with rule 
bases too large to fit on the same chip where the inferencing is done. The 
operation of the second architecture is demonstrated in Figure 5 using the 
ongoing example. 
Each rule is processed in sequence. First, the minimum of membership grades 
of the condition part is found, while the corresponding fuzzy rule is fetched. 
Then the minimums of that number and the membership grade of each steering 
command are found in parallel. As the other rules are processed, the maximum 
of the membership grades of steering command ue to each rule is computed. 
The resultant membership grades define the fuzzy set of steering-command 
(SC). 
While the actual reduction in the inferencing time will depend on the VLSI 
implementation, the max-min cycles have been reduced to 9 from 117. 
CONCLUSION 
The derivation of fuzzy control rules from identification experiments has been 
demonstrated for a minimum-time motion controller. This method is especially 
practical for optimal control problems where the relations to be identified are 
only those of the "switching surfaces." The small size of rule matrices 
encourages the identification of mobile systems with higher degrees of freedom 
and/or with higher expectations of positioning accuracy. 
The control structure utilizing matrix organization of rules and fuzzy 
inferencing lends itself to efficient parallel processing algorithms. The al- 
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Analog Circuits to Compute max and min 
gorithms shown in the paper are suitable for VLSI implementation and 
encourage applications to more complex situations. 
The implementations of the two architectures are very similar• The choice 
between the two should therefore be based on economy of computation time. 
When applied to the same problem, the savings of computation time will be 
basically proportional to the number of parallel channels of computations. That 
is, the first method should be used when the number of applicable rules is larger 
than the number of possible actions, and the second method should be used when 
the number of possible actions is larger than the number of applicable rules. The 
second algorithm should also be preferred when the rule base and the inference 
engine are located in separate chips, which may be the case for systems with 
large rule bases or systems with changing rule bases (adaptive systems). The 
memory access time to fetch each applicable rule, which would otherwise be 
wasted, is utilized for inferencing in this algorithm• 
The current implementations of parallel fuzzy inference ngines are digital. 
This requires that the rain and max operations with more than two arguments be 
decomposed into successive operations with two arguments, uch as a balanced 
binary tree of comparisons• The inferencing can be further accelerated if the 
inference ngine is implemented using analog techniques• Simple diode circuits 
can be used to realize max and rain operations with many arguments, as shown 
in Figure 6. At present, the only available rule memory is of the digital form. 
The possibility of utilizing charge-coupled evices (CCD) as analog rule 
memories is currently under investigation• 
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